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Brightleaf Solutions Announces Alliance with AccuFile to Add Data Mining
Software Services to Their Knowledge Management Suite
Combined offering will deliver progressive solutions to the legal industry
Brookline, MA – Brightleaf Solutions, Inc., a company that provides software and services to overcome the
challenge of mining important information from structured, unstructured and text-based documents today
announced their alliance with AccuFile, Inc., a market leader in records, library/resource center and
information access management services and solutions.
Brightleaf’s technology automates the entire process of extracting data from complex legal documents at
exceptionally high quality, and importing the final output into new or existing contract and records
management tools.
“By partnering with Brightleaf Solutions, AccuFile extends its reach into smart management of knowledge and
information resources. We are known for our commitment to deliver innovative, valuable, client-focused
solutions,” said Nick Ypsilantis, Co-Founder, President and CEO of AccuFile.
“Clients are constantly looking to improve the way they organize, manage and access mission critical
information. Our services and solutions are directly aimed at improving our clients’ knowledge information
access, processes and workflow, both timely and efficiently to assure increased value. Brightleaf’s high quality,
automated abstraction of metadata from contracts compliments AccuFile’s records management service
nicely. This technology adds an important component to contract management which is often a source of
organization challenge.”
“AccuFile is a leader in legal information services. And we are thrilled to announce this partnership.” said Samir
Bhatia, CEO of Brightleaf Solutions.
“Both companies have a successful track record and commitment to servicing the legal market, both outside
firms and in-house legal departments. This alliance gives AccuFile a technology platform to provide their
clients with abstraction of all the key terms, provisions and obligations that are often buried away within
thousands of executed contracts. Making contract data easily searchable allows them to analyze and
understand their vendor and customer behavior, make better decisions, uncover new or missed revenue
opportunities and reduce risk by improving regulatory compliance.”
ABOUT ACCUFILE, INC.

AccuFile is a full service operation providing solutions around law firm’s knowledge management programs.
For the past 29 years, they have offered a wide breath of services around library and information management
to the New England legal, university and corporate communities. Their experience in providing library, records
and knowledge management professional service solutions to maximize efficiencies, improve workflow and to
effectively utilize resources in all aspects of mission critical information access makes AccuFile a clear market
leader. As an expert in the library service management vertical, AccuFile can provide consulting, staffing,
enhanced technology (AccuDesk, RightSource, ProLib), research and assessments to streamline and save
money on your program. Similarly, their experience on solutions based recommendation for records
management through consulting, policy establishment and implementation, staffing and project work has
allowed firms to mitigate risk and improve process on mission critical information while being able to enable
greater focus on revenue generate aspects of their business.
ABOUT BRIGHTLEAF SOLUTIONS, INC.
Big data, BI, and data driven decisions are having a profound effect on U.S. business operations, becoming a
$143B market in 2016. Brightleaf’s vision is to accelerate this adoption with technology that overcomes the
challenge of mining important information from unstructured, text-based documents and making it accessible.
Brightleaf Solutions is a minority-owned, Boston-based technology start-up. With an initial focus on executed
legal contracts, Brightleaf opens new doors for companies to manage risk, ensure regulatory compliance, meet
customer obligations, uncover missed revenue, and get meaningful insight into their customer, partner, and
vendor behavior.
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